Cheeto Pollination
Experiment
By: Katie Mense
littlekinderwarriors.blogspot.com

Preparation:
BeesPrint out and laminate enough bee puppets for each
student. You will need to cut out the smaller middle
circles on each bee so that the students can put their
fingers through the holes and use it as a finger
puppet.
FlowersYou have 2 options for the flowers:
Print out a large flower on white construction paper
for each student. Have them cut out the flower and
glue a cupcake liner to the middle of the flower. Fill the
cupcake liner with Cheetos.
OR
Print out a small white flower for each student. (I like
to cut the lunch sacks down to about ½ the size before
I give them to the students.) Have students cut out the
flower and glue it to the front of a lunch sack. Fill the
lunch sack with Cheetos.

Experiment:
Students put their bee puppets on their fingers and “fly” their bee over to
the flower. Give the students several minutes to have their bees “land” on
the flower….during this time, give students several minutes to eat the
Cheetos with the hand that is wearing the bee puppet. Remind them NOT to
lick their fingers. They want to get their hands good and dirty with pollen
Talk to students about what happened when their bees landed on the
flower. You might ask them:
What happened to your fingers (the bee’s legs)? (They got Cheeto dust on
them)
What does the Cheeto dust represent? (Pollen)
Next, have the students pick a partner. The students will “fly” their bee over
to their partners flower and “land” on their flower. During this time the
students will land their messy Cheeto /pollen fingers on their friends’ white
flower. Talk to students about what happened when their bees landed on
the white flower. (The pollen came off onto the flower)
Have students fill out the response sheet. You may wish to have them
draw a picture in the boxes to show what happened after step one and
step two. Then, they must write a sentence about their observations and
their conclusion to answer the Essential Question.

Update: 2nd response sheet option:
I had a couple requests for the original response sheet that I showed on
my blog. So, I have added it to the packet. If you choose the second
response sheet, the students will draw a picture of what the cheetos,
pollen, and hand-bee represent, then write a sentence about it in the
second box. For the last box, they will color pollen on the flower picture and
write a sentence to explain what happened.
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Question: How do bees pollinate flowers?
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What happens after step 2?
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Write about your observations and conclusion.
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Name
Draw a picture in the first box and write a
sentence in the second box to match.

Pollination
Experiment

My bag of Cheetos represents:

My hand represents:

When I touched a friend’s flower:
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Thank You!

Visit my blog!
Click here

Thanks so much for purchasing this
packet! I hope you and your students
enjoy the activities I’ve included!
Please note, that the items in this pack are
only editable in the event of an error. If
there is an error, or if you are having
difficulty with something, please contact me
and I would be happy to help!  Please
respect my ideas and do not copy them
and sell them as your own.
This product is licensed for ONE classroom only. Please
direct your colleagues to my Teachers Pay Teachers
store to download a copy and license for themselves.
Thank you!

xoxo,
Katie
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